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Interaction

The world progress itself witness of after each Pandemic on mankind world changed or shifted to next level in life styles, technology,

transaction, trading’s and all walks of life to protect and progress with high defense to such a Pandemics occurred in history to paradigm
shift and phase shift of Human Civilization with all Money, Materials, Cloths, Homes, Educations, Foods, Medicine, Bank, Hospital, Shop-

ping and likewise all aspects of life for “World Transformation” with available best technology o in that present time in history after
each pandemic on planet earth for humankind from stone age to mechanical, mechanical to steam, steam to electrical and electrical to
electronic and optical right now. Hence can conclude each occurred pandemic behaves itself as “Change Agent” to transform world and

human civilization to next improved and advanced level using present technology of time and COVID-19 is one the biggest pandemic

occurred at the end of 2019 and covered complete 2020 and exactly as I stated became Change Agent to transform world activities and
human civilization to next advanced level using presently available technology, and is “Digital Computing, Electronics, Advanced Artificial
Intelligence and Internet of Everything (EoT) and advanced optical communications system. COVID-19 not only effect on human lives
and mental condition or psychology but also affect all their routine lives, businesses, academics, banking, economics, jobs and bread and
butter. Now a days we can also able to say that COVID-19 became “Theme of Fear” on planet earth, because virus not spread out in air but

spread out with human-to-human transmission with touch and contacts. Therefore social distancing and lockdown only solutions with

governments across the globe to get protect from Corona Virus. Hence this the point of turning to collapse all physical activities to avoid

human contact and transform all activities “Virtually”. Thus government has taking to discard all physical processes and activities in all
aspects and routines and necessary to mankind Banking, Hospital, Shopping, Education, Transportations Bookings, Businesses, Transac-

tion, Trades, and everything and transformation of them Electronically or Digitally in nice word “Virtually” with the help of advanced

technologies like, Advanced Computers, Cloud Computing, Servers, Bigdata, Internet of Everything (EoT), Advanced Artificial Intelligence,
Advanced Communication System, Smart Phones (Mobile) and their supporting user-friendly and interactive Web-process, Software’s,

Mobile Application etc. Before COVID-19 number of virtual users across the world around 37% which are after COVID-19 facts and figures

to above 70%. Hence even if small to small transaction or activity or major to major people doing them digitally, therefore we are very
near to transform all our routine physical activities with all walks 100% virtually up to 2030 and that would be also End Point of Physical

Currency/money. The world even not only stay with adapting these technologies because already researcher succeeded their research on
“Internet of Mind (Brain-Net)”. Where human thoughts directly converted in frequency (Signals) and transmit from one to another remote

brain using “Brain-Net”. In last I would only like conclude this present pandemic changed several things and in process of changing several things and those would be very instant, secure, safe, accurate and with human comfort zone and will reduces buildings burdens for
Shops, Business, hospitals, medicals, colleges, institutions, bank, schools, and all aspects, reduce Air pollution because of work or anything

from home in near future due to low traffic on roads, reduce noise pollution, money or currency physical form vanish and only become
figures and integers in bank accounts and many more things will get change only governments has to implement everything with strong
brainstorming, forecasting and Vision.
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